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varietyville [vuh-rahy-i-tee-vil] a number of different 
types of community engagement activations in a town, 

suburb or city.        

Varietyville Productions specialise in unique community engagement activations with 
over 20 years experience touring to over 30 countries they offer quality and quantity 

with Adult/PG Shows, Family Shows, MCing, Pop-Up Outdoor Street Performance 
Activations, Roving Characters, Building Self Confidence & Physical Comedy 

Masterclasses, Facilitation of Local Talent Show, General Circus/Magic/Comedy 
Workshops and even Physical Well-being classes in Yoga, Chi-Gong and Feldenkrais.  

Daniel Oldaker and Rani Huszar are partners in work and life, they love 
performing, as soon as they are on stage there is not a single person watching 

that is not captivated and baited on their every move. They’ve both trained 
extensively in Theatre, Circus, Physical Comedy and Dance with world class 

mentors including world renowned physical theatre teacher “Philippe Gaulier” in 
London and Paris. At the onset of the pandemic they pivoted their services 

online and created a very successful online zoom variety show employing over 60 
artists from around the world, selling over 3500 tickets, entertaining 7000 people 

over a 12 week season. Recently they have focused their energy creating and 
collaborating on projects back in Australia rather than touring to Europe, the 
Americas or Asia and wish to spend less time travelling from destination to 

destination using less resources to spend more time in one place engaging with 
a community and enriching with their multiple activations. Their services have the 
most impact and effective use their extensive expertise when presenting a whole 
range of these activations in the one contract. Perfectly suited for Council Events, 

Arts Centres, Festivals and Private Events.  

*   Pop-Up Outdoor Street Performance Festival -  
* 50 min Duo Show PG/Adult “ART VERSUS ENTERTAINMENT” 
* 30-45 min Family Friendly show “ACTS OF ABSURDITY” 
* 45min of roving with Boredom Patrol “NOSEY PARKER & STICKY BEAK” 
* MCing stages and providing filling routines for bands or community events 
* 10 hrs Craft of Confidence and Physical Comedy Masterclass 
* Facilitate & MC Local Talent show with students from masterclass “SHINE” 
* General Workshops in Circus and Physical Comedy (Max. 20 people) 
* Morning wellbeing with Yoga, Chi-Gong & Feldenkrais - 

To view videos and see more photos go to: https://www.varietyville.net/  
CONTACT:                                                                       
Daniel Oldaker - 0404154292                     
Rani Huszar - 0499603880.                                 
Email: info@varietyville.com 

https://www.varietyville.net/
mailto:info@varietyville.com
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ART VERSUS ENTERTAINMENT  
Art Versus Entertainment  is the latest 
sensat ional spectacle by Varietyvi l le 
Productions, a stupendous showcase of their 
unique brand of physical comedy in an hour 
of outright stupidity. Starring two of 
Australia’s finest and funniest idiots — Daniel 
Oldaker “Dandyman” and Rani Huszar “Foxy 
Moron” — these two have toured the globe 
for over two decades in theatres, opera 
houses, festivals, on the street and now they 
come to you. 
Two worlds collide in an irreverent spectacle 
of ridiculous proportions. A farcical foray of 

circus, comedy, dance and magic. Is it Art? Is it 
Entertainment? Only you will know as you witness masterful mayhem when these two 
indispensable fools titillate your senses in a journey of the absolute absurd. 
With directorial assistance from the world-renowned variety star Captain Frodo, this is a 
brand new, not-to-be missed show full of masterful mayhem and silly skits bordering on 
the surreal.   

ACTS OF ABSURDITY  
CIRCUS, MAGIC & COMEDY SPECTACULAR  

Two  ‘must see’  artists of outrageously funny 
proportions combining their talents into one 

incredible show for your pleasure!  

Acts of Absurdity is a thrilling fusion of the 

most unique, ridiculous and bedazzling acts 

you’ll ever see.  Starring award winning, five 

star internationally renowned physical 

comedian Daniel Oldaker aka “Dandyman" (La Soireé - Sydney Opera House, Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival, Melb. Int Comedy Fest) and the inimitable magic variety star Rani Huszar, 

“Foxy Moron" as seen on ABC’s “Live at the Memo”, “The Sideshow” and the world 

renowned variety show La Cliqué.  

Acts of Absurdity takes variety to a whole new level. Bite sized morsels of masterful magic, 

chaotic clowning, preposterous physical feats, musical mayhem, hilarious hi-jinks and much 

much more!  

Oldaker & Huszar have captivated audiences for the last 15 years in over 30 countries 

around the world with their ridiculous sense of humour, endearing charm and unique and 

quirky physical theatre. You won’t believe until you see and when you see it you still won’t 
believe.  
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POP-UP OUTDOOR STREET PERFORMANCE FESTIVAL  

 

Due to the recent travel restrictions Varietyville have focused their energy on activations 
locally. They love to enrich communities and believe whole heartedly in the community 

binding benefits of Pop-Up Outdoor Street Performances and how much they bring 
people from all socio-economic backgrounds together providing joy and laughter. 

We’ve presented many events and festivals ourselves and are very connected to the street 
theatre/variety and theatre community so have a long list of artists that we would call on to 

contribute to this event. 

“Varietyville offers professional, versatile and talented performers. They engaged with our 
festival across the five day program and tailored different acts for our different audiences, 

from street theatre to kids day, to 18+ cabaret. The acts were colourful, funny and 
engaging. Daniel was friendly and easy to talk with and it was a pleasure having them in 

Alice Springs.” Mary- Jane Reynolds (Red Hot Arts Festival, Alice Springs) 

Daniel Oldaker was artistic director for the Street theatre component at the St. Kilda 
Festival. He was prompt in sourcing suitable performers for the festival and was great at 

co- ordinating and organizing appropriate spaces to suit the festival and the performers. I 
would highly recommend his expertise as Artistic Director for future outdoor street theatre 

events. 
David Strong (District Agency) 

Footage from Festival in Bendigo: LINK HERE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYRFan9E_3I&feature=youtu.be
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LIVE ZOOM VARIETY SHOW 
 AN ONLINE SHOW LIKE NO OTHER 


DRESS UP, DINE IN AND EXPERIENCE YOUR LIVE SCREEN THEATRE IN STYLE 


   
What you need to know  

• Rani Huszar (aka Foxy Moron) & Daniel Oldaker (aka Dandyman) created one of the worlds most 
successful Online Zoom Variety Shows in 2020 during the first lockdown of the pandemic. 

• To generate income, employ and provide an outlet for other professional performers in the same 
position, they have produced a Co-Vid19 adaptation of their show, Acts of Absurdity. Streaming 
entertainment and laughter direct to homes – it’s been tagged - a dash of new school variety meets 
GoggleBox meets Big Brother crossed with Pirate TV.  

• Unlike other online shows, audience members are invited to dress up and join everyone on video in 
the virtual foyer 20 minutes prior to the show commencing so they can chat and connect. And then 
the countdown kicks in and the show begins with interactive segments and live applause, followed 
by an after party, where there are costume changes and social distance dancing!  

• In 12 weeks and 12 shows they have performed to over 7500 people from all over the world from 
ages 1 – 85 and supported and paid over 60 artists. Artists who have appeared include Frank 
Woodley, Mikelangelo, Lynn Ruth Miller (The world’s oldest Stand-Up comedian), Damian Callinan 
(The Merger on Netflix), Anna Lumb, Mario Queen of the Circus, Nicci Wilkes and Emilie Bloom as 
the Two Donnies, Adrian Kaye and Fedirica Tranchida, Ben Delmas from Italy, Jess Love, Luke 
Escombe from the Vegetable Plot, Rod Lara, Liz Skitch, Die Rotten Punkte, Cian Kinsella from Lords 
of Strut, Erik the Dog and Birdmann.  
 

• View Footage here: https://fb.watch/3_LCSfevhM/ 

 
 
 
 

https://fb.watch/3_LCSfevhM/
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BOREDOM PATROL 

Public relation professionals Nosey Parker and 

Sticky Beak are here to save the day. They like to 

nose what's going on and their business is yours 

and your business is there's. From comedy rap 

songs to mind boggling magic they masterfully 

transform any event into a fun-filled fantasia. 

Recently they were hired to manage boredom 

levels at the Hamilton Island Airport where they 

received an overwhelmingly positive response 

from both guests and staff.  

Don't delay book today and let  "Boredom 

Patrol"  take care of all your boring worries about hiring highly trained pop-up 

entertainment that is original and absolutely undoubtedly funny. 

CIRCUS & MAGIC WORKSHOP  
Whether you are a budding magician, circus 
performer or clown or want a couple of magic/
circus/clown/dance tricks-moves to impress 
friends & family or perhaps you’ve always wanted 
to make a performance for the local talent show 
then look no further than the expertise of 
Australia’s funniest and most fabulous variety stars 
Daniel Oldaker & Rani Huszar as they take you 
through a comprehensive step by step workshop 
on how to impress with finesse.  

If you are an experienced performer or have no real performance abilities this workshop is 
perfect and will include learning basic & advanced circus, clowning, magic, dance, creating 
new material and using music with movement. Workshops are designed to be fun for both 
the professional performer and the newcomer interested in learning about these art-forms. 
Some of the specific areas that people will benefit from include: 

* CIRCUS * MAGIC * CLOWNING * DANCE * CONFIDENCE * MOVEMENT  * MUSIC 
AND DANCE * SELF ESTEEM * DEVELOP ROUTINES 

Daniel & Rani have trained with: Philippe Gaulier (Paris, London), Avner the Eccentric 
(USA), Frodo Santani (Norway), Laura Sheedy (Sydney), Fraser Hooper (NZ), Frodo Santani 
(Norway), Migeal Sanchez (Argentina) Clare Bartholemew (Melb.), Gardi Hutter 
(Switzerland), Tom Greder (Brisbane), Angelo Decastro (Brazil), Anthony Demasi (Melb.) 
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DANIEL OLDAKER  

MC & COMPERE 
If you are seeking an MC or host for your event, Daniel is the natural choice. Whether it’s a 
company event, private party or full-scale stage show, Daniel has the gift of the gab with 

the skills to compliment. 
EXPERIENCE: 

“Daniel was a wonderful MC at our community event, he was engaging, funny, and 
entertaining, and the audience loved him!”   

Marina Lysenko, City of Greater Dandenong Festivals & Events 

“Daniel the Dandyman came highly recommended. Now it’s my turn. Hire Daniel! He is 
awesomely funny, very professional, a pleasure to work with and in a league of his own 

being a cut above the rest- he’s the bestest”   
Adrian Black, Events Co-ordinator Hunter’s Hill Council 

"Thank you so much for your excellent work!  You are so talented with engaging with the 
community and filling in the stage. It was absolutely a pleasure working with you. 

Julie Day, Moreland City Council 

Daniel's show at the Kids ArtyFarty Festival this year was fantastic, in a festival full of 
nonstop action, performance, activities and giant slides, he had the audience absolutely 

glued to his every move and loving every minute of it! I can't wait to have him and his 
fancy little pink straw bowtie back with us again next year! 

Roland Fraval, Festival Coordinator, Banyule City Council 

View Footage here: https://youtu.be/57a13bg5vzI 

* Big Top, Hoopla Festival, Sydney  
* Commonwealth Bank, Twin Waters Resort 
* Hyundai Christmas Party, Hyatt, Melb.  
* Christmas Spectacular, Moonee Valley 
*  Regal Tent, Adelaide Fringe Festival  
* Nat. Inst. of Circus Arts Variety show 
*  National Circus Festival 2015,13,11,09,07 
* TV Presenters Course, Brave Studios

*  Wonderland Spiegeltent, Barwon Heads 
* Moocaboola Festival (Hunters Hill Council)  
* Carols by the Lake 2017,18 (Moreland Council)  
* Springvale Snowfest (City of Greater 

Dandenong) 
* Brisbane City Council (Christmas Tights) 
* Aus. Day Celebrations (Dandenong Council) 
* Mulgrave Fun Day (Monash City Council) 

http://greaterdandenong.com/documents.asp?id=301&title=festivals+and+events
https://youtu.be/57a13bg5vzI
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THE CRAFT OF CONFIDENCE 

Creating Confidence & Physical Comedy Workshop By Daniel Oldaker  
What do Steve Martin, Jerry Lewis, Jim Carey and Rowan Atkinson all have in common ? 
They are all physical comedians, they use their body and facial expressions to create 
laughter.  

Join award winning, master physical comedian Daniel Oldaker in a short comprehensive 
workshop where you’ll get the chance to add this great theatrical tool to your toolbox 
not only for theatre, film and TV but a relevant and beneficial life skill as well. Building 
confidence not only in your personal life but also creating enhanced body awareness.  

Daniel Oldaker has been touring the world presenting solo, duo and group physical 
comedy shows for the past 20 years. He has trained with world class practitioners 
including Sascha Baron Cohens mentor Philippe Gaulier in both London & Paris and has 
also trained with: 

Avner the Eccentric (U.S.A)  
Angela De Castro (Brazil)  
Gardi Hutter (Switzerland) 
John Bolton (Melbourne) 
Tom Greder (In Sydney from Switzerland) 
Clare Bartholemew (Melbourne) 

Whether you are an experienced performer or have no real performance abilities this 
workshop is perfect and will include learning Improvisation, working on character 
development, creating new material, using music and movement & basic slapstick 
techniques 

Don't miss this opportunity to learn physical comedy from one of the masters in the 
industry!  

Workshops are designed to be fun for both the professional performer and the 
newcomer interested in learning about this art-form and building their confidence. 

 Some of the specific areas that people will benefit from include: 

* IMPROVISATIONAL SKILLS 
* CONFIDENCE 
* PHYSICAL COMEDY  
* SLAPSTICK 
* SELF ESTEEM 
* DEVELOP ROUTINES 
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SHINE 

MC/Compère & Facilitation of Local Talent Variety Show 
For students that have been part of the “Craft of Confidence & Physical Comedy 
Workshop” we have the ultimate and best way to show off their skills and new found 
talents with an inclusive fun for the whole family Local Variety Talent show.  

Dandyman and Foxy Moron MC/compère the Local Talent Show and allow the budding 
performers to feel as confident as they can working alongside professionals. A great way 
for the whole community to get involved and be part of the “Varietyville” experience. 

Varietyville can also get the students involved in the advertising and promotion side of 
the show and learn first hand how to produce a show and then present it in their local 
community. A very beneficial experience for them to continue their practice and also 
create more opportunities for other peers in their networks.  
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SNAP FACTS  
A list of short facts, smart selling points and interesting facts for event or festival staff to start 
familiarising themselves with the company.  
 
1. Varietyville have performed in over 30 countries to over 2 million people.  

2. Their shows are very funny for young and old and young at heart. 

3. It’s a great mix of many different wonderful acts from comedy to circus and magic.  

4. Every show contains rare snippets of improvisational genius. 

5. They’ve performed at many major festivals and venues around the world including the 
Edinburgh Fringe festival, The Sydney Opera House, Melbourne Comedy Festival & Busan 
International Comedy Festival in Sth Korea. 

6. The actors are both show partners and life partners. 

7. They have both appeared in feature films that starred John Cleese, Nicolas Cage, Paul 
Hogan, Jackie Chan, Chevy Chase. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
 
Key Audience Segments for our shows 

Key Themes: Circus, Magic & Comedy  

Suggested Age Range: 2 and over 

Access:  

* Highly visual show, great for non-English speaking and hearing impaired audiences. 

Audience participation suggestions:  
We engage with the audience pre and post show with Q&A available on request, photos and 
merchandise available after the show too. 

Audience 
Segments

Ideas on how to activate them

4 > 18 The show contains lots of visually captivating skills and comedy so 
this age group can really appreciate, laugh and be entertained.

18 > 30 This age group engage with the show because it’s funny, skilled 
and interactive.

30 > 50 A great couples night out as the show showcases two people 
working together on stage and in life.

50 > 70 A reminder of the classic variety shows that toured the country 
during the 50’s and 60’s.
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REVIEWS AND PRESS 

 

CONTACT:  
Daniel Oldaker  

info@varietyville.com  
0404154292 

www.varietyville.net 

Press quotes: “Acts of Absurdity is a wonderfully peculiar show that has a 
little bit of everything, put on by some world-class 
performers. If you can’t decide what kind of show to see at 
Fringe this year, put your hard-earned cash towards this 
superb variety show and see it all. You won’t regret it "

★★★★ Rip It Up (Jeniffer Brown)


“Acts of Absurdity And Uncontrolled Laughter - I laughed 
harder and longer this evening than I have anything else I 
have seen this fringe“

★★★★ Clothesline (Charissa McCluskey-Garcia) Fringe 
World, Perth


“Funny, unpredictable, engaging and priceless......acts of 
physical daring and laugh-out-loud humor as mime, 
juggling, illusion and movement flowed seamlessly from 
character to character throughout this evening of 
entertainment”

-(Jenny Pollard) The Buloke Times


 “Oldaker is a master of object manipulation“  
-Herald Sun (Stephanie Glickman)  

"Daniel Oldaker maximizes the subtlety of live performance, 
often using little more than his eyebrows to get huge laughs 
from the audience" 
-★★★★★ Winnipeg Press

Audience Feedback: “We were all extremely entertained throughout the whole 
show and walked out with our faces hurting from smiling so 
much. It was the type of comedy that the entire family were 
able to enjoy. My son and husband were even called up to 
participate in the big mouth quiz and I am so pleased that 
we caught the act on camera as we continue to review, 
laugh and enjoy it.  The entertainment has created such a 
wonderful memory for our family for years to come.”  
– Audience member, Hamilton Island

mailto:info@varietyville.com
http://www.varietyville.net

